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1. Introduction 

Many factors have caused that different 
languages affect each other during the history. In 
addition to close relationship between Indio-
European branches and many things they have in 
common, a few languages are separated from the 
above-mentioned item. Iranian dialects are large part 
of cultural treasure of each country, and those who 
are interested in Iranian culture are responsible to 
maintain and utilize these dialects. These dialects are 
similar to a full-view cultural mirror, which lived in 
large part of Iran during the history, and indeed is the 
greatest capital that includes the identity of our 
nation. Abadeh Tashk dialect is derived from Lori 
dialect, and Lori dialect is among Southern Iranian 
language group, both of which (Lori and of Iranian 
languages) are the followers of Middle Persian 
language. Lori dialect is now becoming obsolete in 
the region considered, more or less, and although it is 
affected in the Persian dialect of Abadeh Tashk 
people, no body speaks in this dialect 
anymore(Moghimi, Afzal, (1995) )  . The author has 
tried to conduct a research between the dialect of this 
dialect with Persian language, and it is tried to 
analyze different samples from the respect of 
grammar, lexical comparison, difference in vowels, 
and difference in the type of consonants. 
1.1. Review of the Related Literature 
              As far as the author has searched, no 
complete research has been conducted of the 
mentioned topic so far; while variety can be seen in 
all the dimensions. Although old people, the only 
survivors of maintaining this dialect, are still 
responsible to transfer it, the new generation forgets 
all about it reluctantly, and this is the warning that 
calls who are interested in linguistics for a help.  
This research is the first try in answering to this 
necessity; although the author is aware and conscious  

the issue that this research may be rejected, since the 
author is sure that this research is the beginning of a 
beneficial affair, and the author is hopeful about the 
future of this research. 
2. Grammatical Comparison 
       Seen form the grammatical respect, there are the 
following similarities, some of which have minor 
differences including decreasing and increasing, or 
the difference of vowels, between "Abadeh tashk 
dialect" and "Persian language." 

A. Sign of Comparative and Superlative 
Adjectives 

   Abadeh Tashk Dialect            Persian 
  

  بھتر

tarbehtarbex  

بھترین                                         

tarinbehtarinbex   

 
B. Sequence of the noun attributed to 

another noun, the noun to which 
another noun has been attributed, 
adjective, and the word qualified by 
an adjective, and the genitive between 
them  

       Abadeh Tashk Dialect         Persian 
  دست من

manedastmanedas  

  ھوای خنک
nekaxyeahav              xonakyeahav   

 
C. Cardinal, Ordinal, and Fraction 

Numbers and their Places as the 
Numerical Dependents of a Noun: 

      Abadeh Tashk Dialect         Persian 
              سھ گاو      

vagsegowso         
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        چھارمین در    

darraahcdararc 


minmin  

 
D. Normal and Pronominal Genitive 

Enclitics: 
      Abadeh Tashk Dialect         Persian 

تو                   

tote  

 گاوت

vataggowet  

E. Infinitive Sign: 
  Abadeh Tashk Dialect         Persian 

خوردن              

anxordanxard   

         خوابیدن

anbidaxanxowsid   

F. Negative and Imperative/Subjunctive 
Prefixes: 

  Abadeh Tashk Dialect         Persian 
 بخوان

naxbenuxbe   

 نخوان

naxnanuxna   

 
G. Using the auxiliary verbs /bidan/, in 

inflecting past perfect and Preterite 

Tenses, and // edans


 in Passive 
Voices: 

     Abadeh Tashk Dialect         Persian 
 رفتھ بودم

damubraftebidamrafte 
 
 دیده شدم

odamsdideedamsdide



 

H. Some Prepositions and Conjunctions:  
Abadeh Tashk Dialect         Persian 

 با

abab  

 کھ

keke  

 ولی

     
valivali  

I. The Structure of Derivational Verbs, 
Compounding from the Respect of 
Derivational Affixes with Non-Verbal 
Elements: 
Abadeh Tashk Dialect         Persian 

        برداشتی 
      

tisabardtisda


var  

        پرواز کرد         

kardzaparvgereftlab   

J. Subject-Verb Agreement from the 
Respect of Person and Number: 
Abadeh Tashk Dialect         Persian 

       تو گفتی          

goftitogoftite   

شما گفتید           

goftidaomsgoftinaems 


 

K. Subject and Complement in 
Attributive Sentences: 

Abadeh Tashk Dialect         Persian 
ھوا تاریک است        

astrikatvaahrikeatahav 
 

3. Comparison in Linguistic Prosodic Elements 
 Place of Stress in a Noun, an Adjective, 

a Letter, a Pronoun, and a Number: 
  Abadeh Tashk Dialect         Persian 

(Noun ( درخت   

deraxtderxt  

  )adjective( دانا          

anadanad  

 )letter(ولی              

        
ivalival  

 )simple  past(خوابید           

bidaxdixows  

 The Structure of a Syllable: 
    Abadeh Tashk Dialect         Persian 

////

////

////

cvcccvcc

cvccvc

cvcv

 

     3. Lexical Comparison: 
The Words of This Dialect Can Be 

Broken into Three Groups in Comparison with 
Official Persian Words.  

 
A. The Group That Is Completely 

Different: 
Persian                    Abadeh Tashk Dialect          

 پدر

pedar                          bowo  
 خواھر

dede                        harax  
 برادر
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darabar                     akak     
  

B. The Group that is Completely the Same: 
Persian                  Abadeh Tashk Dialect          

 
 درد

dard                                       dard  
سرد    

sard                                       sard  
تاریک              

tarik                                        tarik  
C. The Group that has Phonetic Differences 

together, these Differences Have the 
Following Differences: 

1. Differences in the Type of 
Sounds, in Turn, Dividing into 
Two Groups: 

 Differences in Vowels, Including: 
Abadeh Tashk Dialect                   Persian              

جان    

naJnuJ  

  شام                      
 

masmus


 

               
 شانھ                           

      neasneus


 

  جامھ                                         

 
meaJmeuJ              

 
            جام                              

maJmuJ  

 

  Persian //a  against //a  of Abadeh 
Tashk Dialect: 
                                                             
Abadeh Tashk Dialect           Persian 

تومان       

namutteman  

 // a , in Persian, before the consonant 

of /h/ is similar in Abadeh Tashk 
dialect: 

 haa /  

Abadeh Tashk Dialect       Persian               
       راه         

  harhar )(  

 کاله

            hakolhakol )(  

 کاه 

               hakhak )(  

 /a/, in Persian is usually turned into 
compound vowels /ow/ and /b/ is 
dropped. a→ ow /[b]: 

Abadeh Tashk Dialect              Persian 
 

 لب

            
LabLow  

 
 آب

baow  

 شب

              
absows



 

 
 تب

tabtow  

 سبز                 

sabzsowz  

 کبک              

kabkkowk  

 /a/ in Persian against /e/ in Abadeh 
Tashk dialect in some words:                                                                                           
Abadeh Tashk Dialect       Persian 

 
 آھن

hanahena


 

 حنا

ahanhena  

 /a/ in Persian is dropped from the 
beginning of this word in this dialect: 

             Abadeh Tashk Dialect               Persian 
 انار  

raanran  

 /o/ in Persian against /e/ in this dialect in 
some word 
Abadeh Tashk Dialect                  Persian 

 دشمن

mansdomansde


 

 بلند

bolandbelan  

 دختر

doxtardextar  

 ظلم

zolmzelm  

 /o/ in Persian against //a  in this dialect 
in some words: 

               Abadeh Tashk Dialect           Persian 
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 خنک            

xonaknekax  

 کھنھ             

kohneneak  

 //u in Persian against /i/ of this dialect 
in some words: 
Abadeh Tashk Dialect       Persian 

 
 سوزن

zanussizan  

 جوجھ

jeuJJije  

 //u in Persian against /o/ in Abadeh 
Tashk dialect in some words: 
Abadeh Tashk Dialect       Persian 

 سوختن

tantan xussox  

دوختن               

tantan xuddox  

 /i/ in Persian against /e/ in Abadeh 
Tashk dialect in some words: 

        Abadeh Tashk Dialect       Persian 
 

 ریختن

tantan rixrex  

 
 بیختن

tantan bixbex  

B. Difference in the types of consonants: 
 /b/ in Persian against /f/ and /v/ in 

Abadeh Tashk dialect in the following 
word: 

        Abadeh Tashk Dialect       Persian 
 

 ضبط

zabtzaft  

 تبر

tabartavar  

 بر

barvar  

 /d/ in Persian against /t/ in Abadeh 
Tashk dialect in some words: 

        Abadeh Tashk Dialect       Persian 
 چند

andcanc


 

 بلند

bolandbelan  

 

 زود

duzzi  

 بند

bandban  

 خواند

ndaxxon  

 /f/ in Persian against /b/ in some words: 
Abadeh Tashk Dialect       Persian 

 نصف

nesfnesb  

 /h/ in Persian against /x/ in Abadeh 
Tashk dialect in some words 

    Abadeh Tashk Dialect       Persian 
 بھتر

behtarbextar  

 Neutralized phonemes /m/ and /n/ before 
the consonant /b/ such as: 
Abadeh Tashk Dialect       Persian 

 شنبھ

anbesambeds


 

 پنبھ

panbepambe  

 
 دنبھ

donbedombe  

 
 منبر

manbarmambar  

 /r/ in Persian against /l/ in Abadeh Tashk 
dialect in some words: 
Abadeh Tashk Dialect       Persian 

 قیر

iril   

 شکار

raekslaeks


 

 کرک

korkkolk  

 برگ

arglg bba  

 زھره

zahrezahle  

 //


z  in Persian against /j/ in Abadeh 
Tashk dialect such as: 

Abadeh Tashk Dialect       Persian 
 منیژه



emanizmanije  
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 ژاندار

rmandazrmandaJ


Difference in the number of sounds: 
 Eliminating /t/ in Persian at the end of 

some words in Abadeh Tashk dialect: 
Abadeh Tashk Dialect       Persian 

 راست

starsar  

 خواست

staxsax  

 پوست

stupsup  

 دست

dastdas  

 مست

mastmas  

 Eliminating /h/ in Persian in the following 
word: 
Abadeh Tashk Dialect       Persian 

 چھار

raahcrac


 

 
 Mobility of two lateral consonants in the 

ending consonant cluster in some words: 
Abadeh Tashk Dialect       Persian 

 فسخ

fasxfaxs  

 سقف

fsasaf   

 عکس

aksask  

 قفل

oflolf   

 نرخ

nerxnexr  

 کتف

ketfkeft  

 
C. Difference in a vowel or consonants 

of some similar words: 
 a  in Persian is turned into ey in Abadeh 

Tashk dialect: 
Abadeh Tashk Dialect       Persian 

 آینھ

yeneaeyne  

 a in Persian is turned intoa in Abadeh 
Tashk dialect: 
Abadeh Tashk Dialect       Persian 

 عروس

suarsura  

 a in Persian is turned into ow in Abadeh 
Tashk dialect in some words:  
Abadeh Tashk Dialect       Persian 

 آب

baow  

 خواب

baxxow  

 زرداب

bazardzardow  

         
4. Discussions  
            Regarding the above-mentioned facts, the 
following items can be concluded: 1. Abadeh Tashk 
dialect is derived from Lori dialect and is regarded as 
one branch of South-western Iranian dialects. 2. 
Abadeh Tashk dialect the foundation of which is Lori 
dialect is very similar to Modern Persian 
grammatically and lexically. 3. The words in Abadeh 
Tashk dialect can be broken into three groups in 
comparison with official Persian: the completely 
different group, the completely similar group, and the 
group that has phonetically differences, in turn, is 
dividing into two parts and is explained in the 
context. 
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